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about me
Victoria Faith Miller is an emerging actor, model, singer, and triplet born on July 22, 2003, in
Baltimore, MD. She began performing in school and community theatre at the age of 10, and to
date, she has performed in 14 on-stage theatrical productions and has been featured in
multiple regional commercials, modeling campaigns, short films, and a series pilot. In 2019,
she appeared as the lead in the short film, "Delray Avenue." In 2021, she filmed a supporting
role in the film, "Madison O." by Charm City Filmmakers as well as the lead role in a film titled,
"The Last Zombie." In May of 2022, Victoria filmed a lead role in a post-apocalyptic series pilot
titled "The Girl from the Ground" which is expected to be released at the end of 2022.

Baltimore Orioles Commercial

"Tales from the Vault" - Theatre

Mary's Designer Bridal Shoot

highlights
education

Began vocal training at the age of 8, with a private instructor at
the prestigious John's Hopkins Peabody Institute Conservatory
At age 11, was accepted into exclusive after-school acting
program through the Baltimore School for the Arts
Studied with veteran Broadway and professional artists,
culminating in multiple performances at the Hippodrome
Theatre in downtown Baltimore
Currently pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree in
Entrepreneurship & Innovation at Drexel University with a
minor in Theatre (honors student with a 3.9 cumulative GPA)

impact &
innovation

In 2020, started an Instagram live series and community
called Artists Alive (@artistaliveseries) to give artists a
platform to connect and support each other
In 2021, created a career collaborating business for actors
called Approachable Actor (@approachableactor) to share tips
and motivation for new and experienced actors
In 2022, launched a micro-startup called This Girl Cares
(@thisgirlcaresco), with a mission to combat gender
inequality, creatively, by selling self-designed stickers,
handmade self-care products and more
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featured projects

"Survivalists"
Two families race against each other in a three-day trek across rugged terrain. They have to use their teamwork,
communication and survival skills to prove that they are the ultimate Survivalists. (Watch here)

"The Girl from the Ground"
A woman wakes from a bunker 50 years after nuclear devastation, and is being hunted by her previous employer.

"The Last Zombie"
In her lonesome travels, the last zombie on a nearly desolate earth (Nova) comes across a house,
where she meets and "befriends" a little girl named Lucy.

FOR COMPLETE RESUME & MORE PRODUCTION PHOTOS PLEASE VISIT:
HTTPS://WWW.VICTORIAFAITHMILLER.COM/RESUME

